This paper discusses the problem of annotating coreference relations with generic expressions in a large scale corpus. We present and analyze some existing theories of genericity, compare them to the approaches to generics that are used in the state-of-the-art coreference annotation guidelines and discuss how coreference of generic expressions is processed in the manual annotation of the Prague Dependency Treebank. After analyzing some typical problematic issues we propose some partial solutions that can be used to enhance the quality and consistency of the annotation.
Introduction
One of the most problematic issues of annotating coreference in large scale corpora is processing coreference of generic expressions. The decision to annotate generic noun phrases produces a significant decrease of interannotator agreement. On the other hand, neglecting coreference relations between generic expressions causes a significant loss of information on the text coherence that is primordially the reason for annotating coreference relations at all. It also causes the inconsistency of annotation guidelines: due to relatively vague definition of genericity, it is almost impossible to exclude all coreference relations between generics from the annotation.
In the Prague Dependency Treebank (henceforth PDT), we tried to distinguish coreference relations between nominal expressions with specific and generic reading. Comparing the interannotator agreement for these groups shows that the agreement for noun coreference with specific reading is significantly higher than the agreement for the coreference of generic NPs (F1-measure 0.705 for specific NPs and 0.492 for generics 1 ). Moreover, the manual analysis of the cases of disagreement of specific NPs coreference demonstrates that most cases of disagreement are those where NPs in question may be interpreted generically.
Having formulated a set of criteria which help identifying generic expressions, there still remains a wide range of typical examples which can have generic interpretation, though not necessarily. In this paper, we try to delimit the set of generic NPs presenting the overview of some existing theories of genericity (Sections 2 and 3.1) and compare them to the stand-of-the-art coreference annotation guidelines (Section 3.2). Then we present our approach to annotating coreference with generic noun phrases in PDT where we apply the presented theories to coreference and bridging relations annotation (Section 4) . We analyze typical problematic issues (Section 5) and discuss some possible solutions (Section 6).
What are generics and can they corefer?
Generic reference is a term commonly used in linguistic semantics to describe noun-phrase ref-
erence to kinds of things (Carlson 2005) . In different languages, generic reference may be expressed by noun phrases with definite and indefinite articles and with determinerless expressions quite generally. In languages without articles, the determinerless form is typically used (Carlson 2005 , Hlavsa 1975 Padučeva 1985, etc.) . The examples above demonstrate that generic noun phrases cannot be recognized by their forms (this fact was pointed out in Lyons 1999 , Carlson 2005 . While in English the plural form of the definite can only marginally have generic reference, in German, which is closely related to English, the plural definite may imply generic reference quite easily. In Romance languages, the form of bare plural with generics is prohibited (Delfitto 2006) and even in languages without articles, generics with determiners are not so rare (see e.g. common examples with Czech in Nedoluzhko 2003) 3 . This leads to a suggestion that genericity is not a primitive category of semantic or syntactic description.
Theoretical studies like Carlson (1980) appeal to typical examples with noun phrases referring to specific objects. A discussion on his approach (Paducheva 1985 , Delfitto 2006 , Lyons 1999 concerns theoretical issues that are analyzed in similar typical cases.
When analyzing real corpus examples we encounter a lot of cases indicating that not all generic expressions are generic in the same way. Problems with processing generic expressions arise also from the lack of a universally accepted theory of genericity which would be applicable to the real texts analysis.
Generic reading is possible not only with referring nouns, but also with mass nouns, group nouns, abstract nouns, quantifiers and deverbatives. Look at the example (1). Everyone should probably agree that the homeless is a generic expression, but is the same true about the homeless population?
( Another relevant question is if generic expressions referring to the same kind can be considered coreferent in the same sense as noun phrases with a specific reading. According to Carlson's (1980) and Lyons' (1999) claim, generics refer to classes in the similar way as proper names refer to unique entities. In this sense, coreference of generic expressions appears to be obvious. On the other hand, Carlson's observations seem to be quite language-specific. Arguing against a quantificational analysis of bare plurals with generic meaning, he claims that the sentence Miles wants to meet policemen cannot be assigned a reading according to which "there are certain policemen that Miles wants to meet," whereas this interpretation is naturally available in the case of Miles wants to meet some policemen. This is not the case of languages without articles where plural forms can be assigned any reading regardless of the use of the quantifier 5 . Generally, we suppose that quantificational (or predicative) interpretation of generic expressions in different languages is not impossible (see for example almost obligatory predicative reading of Czech exporters in (7)). However, this fact does not necessarily exclude the coreference relation between them. Eventually, the discourse deixis as reference to events is also often considered and annotated as coreference.
Recent research on generics
We believe that it would not be a strong exaggeration to claim that theoretical and computational linguistics have different goals as concerns their approach to genericity. The challenge of linguistic research is to find out more about the essence of genericity. The aim of annotating is to make the group of generics as clear as possible, in order to reach higher agreement and better results of automatic processing.
It is also generally known that the features of an annotation must be adapted to the task it is designed for. However, the existing large-scale annotated corpora (especially those prepared on university basis) are often meant to be multipurpose. They serve both as train data for (different!) automatic tasks and as a rich manually annotated material for linguistic research.
In what follows, we complete the theoretical overview (started in section 2), present the annotation approach and look for the common points.
Linguistic research
There is a rich variety of linguistic approaches to genericity. Even as concerns the terminology with generics, it is quite inconsistent and cannot be relied on with much certainty. According to different researchers, generic NPs are considered to be either referring to classes (Carlson -Pelletier 1995 , Mendoza 2004 or non-referring (rather predicating) classifications over kinds (Paducheva 1985) , beeing able to have specific and non-specific interpretation (Mendoza 2004 , Smelev 1996 and divided from non-specific NPs as a separate group (Carlson -Pelletier 2005 , Paducheva 1985 . Carlson (1980) represents the most influential approach to genericity that has been elaborated in the framework of formal semantics and generative grammar. Calson's hypothesis is that generics are kind-referring expressions, roughly names for kinds, as opposed to individual-referring expressions that refer to individuals or groups of individuals. In his approach, there is a difference between generic reference and individual nonspecific reference, i.e. reference to an open set of individual objects. For example, NP lions that have toothaches is not generic, its reference is individual (i.e. non-generic) and non-specific, which can be demonstrated by the fact that it cannot be substituted by the definite NP the lion that has toothache (such NP can have only individual reading). However, the problem with this criterion is that it is clearly language-specific (it cannot be applied at all to Czech, for instance).
Annotation coreference with generic expression
Let's now have a look on how generic NPs are processed in annotation projects with anaphoric and coreference annotation.
In some projects, e.g. ARRAU and other corpora based on the MATE coreference annotation scheme (Poesio 2004) , genericity is marked as a part of lexico-semantical information of the noun (an attribute generic-yes/no/undersp is applied to each noun). This information is contemplated in the annotation of identical coreference. Identical coreference for generics is also annotated in AnCora (Recasens 2010) and PDT (Nedoluzhko 2011) . In other projects, annotation of coreference with generic NPs may be excluded from annotation schemes that are geared towards a reliable annotation of large text quantities. For example, generics are not annotated for coreference in Ontonotes (Pradhan et al. 2007 ), TüBA-DZ (Hinrichs et al. 2004 ) and PoCoS (KrasavinaChiarchos 2007) .
However, even if an annotation scheme explicitly says that coreference of generic NPs is not annotated, there are some borderline cases where coreference can still be annotated quite systematically. So, TüBA annotates coreference with the nominal expression if it appears repeatedly in the text with the same interpretation. In Ontonotes, the explicit anaphora with it in the anaphoric position is commonly annotated for coreference:
(2) Still, any change in East Germany has enormous implications, for both East and West. It raises the long-cherished hopes of many Germans for reunification 6 .
Furthermore, systematic exclusion of generic expressions from the annotation will force the coders not to mark the cases like (3) and (4) 7 . From the point of view of applied tasks and automatic coreference resolvers it will lead to the loss of relevant information and to an essential complification of automatic tools. (4) A workshop needs to be planned carefully. Otherwise it may turn in a disaster.
As far as we know, there are no significant projects for annotating coreference separately for generic, unspecific non-generic and specific expressions.
Coreference annotation in Prague Dependency Treebank
In this section we describe how generic expressions (or more precisely, what we decided to consider generic expressions) are annotated in the Prague Dependency Treebank. Annotation of coreference and discourse relations is a project related to the Prague Dependency Treebank 2.5 (PDT; Bejček et al. 2011 ). It represents a new manually annotated layer of language description, above the existing layers of the PDT (morphology, analytic syntax and tectogrammatics) and it captures linguistic phenomena from the perspective of discourse structure and coherence. This special layer of the treebank consists of annotation of nominal coreference and bridging relations (Nedoluzhko et al. 2009 ), discourse connectives, discourse units linked by them and semantic relations between these units (Mladová 2011) .
Considering the fact that Czech has no definite article (hence no formal possibility to exclude non-anaphoric coreference), our annotation is aimed at coreference relations regardless to their anaphoricity.
Coreference relations are marked for noun phrases with specific and generic reference separately -coreference of specific noun phrasestype SPEC, coreference of generic noun phrases -type GEN 8 . Bridging relations, which mark some semantic relations between noncoreferential entities, are also annotated in PDT. The following types of bridging relations are distinguished: PART-OF (e.g. room -ceiling), SUBSET (students -some students) and FUNCT (state -president) traditional relations, CON-TRAST for coherence relevant discourse opposites (this year -last year), ANAF for explicitly anaphoric relations without coreference or one of the semantic relations mentioned above (rainbow -that word) and the further underspecified group REST 9 . As seen from the point of view of the annotated groups, generic NPs are explicitly marked 8 The reason for this decision is the lack of semantic information assigned to nouns themselves, as it is done e.g. for Gnome in MATE sceme (Poesio 2004) . 9 For detailed classification of identity coreference and bridging relations used in PDT, see e.g. Nedoluzhko et al. 2011. only with the second element of the coreference relation. However, this distinction remains unregistered by bridging relations. Moreover, it appears to be possible (and even not so uncommon) that a coreference relation was annotated between a generic and a non-generic noun phrase. These cases are interpreted as either (linguistically) ambiguous or insufficiently classified by the guidelines. For example, in (5), the specific noun phrase tento národ (=this nation) is coreferent with generic plural Romy (=the Gipsies): Annotation rules for generics in PDT are described in detail in sections 4.1-4.3.
Type coreference of generic NPs
Coreference relations between the same types are annotated as coreference of generic NPs (attribute coref_text, type GEN). Cf. (6) where antecedent generic drug is pronominalized in the anaphoric position: (6) Droga je tedy tak účinná, že ten, kdo ji užívá, se snadno dostane do "pohody" kouřením nebo šňupáním. (= The drug is so effective that the person who takes it can easily achieve the state of "coolness" by smoking or snorting.)
The "generic coreference" is more frequent for plural forms (7) 
Classes and subclasses
The relation "category -sub-category" is marked as a bridging relation of the SUBSET type. Cf. (9). (9 
for the gum, Britain has become the gateway to Europe. Another milestone is worth mentioning, that is the birth of a bubble gum.)
Annotating the SUBSET relation with generic expressions appears to be quite a serious problem. This relation has a different meaning compared to the SUBSET relation of noun phrases with specific reading. However, such relations may be quite relevant for cohesion.
The relation "type -entity"
If a specific mention is used in the text after a generic mention (or the contrary), the relation between them is annotated as a bridging relation of the SUBSET type. Cf. (10) 
. We had an opportunity to ride a new golf.)
Similar, but not the same is the relation between a set of specific objects and a non-specific element in (11) 
Problem cases with generics in PDT
Although the cases presented in sections 4.1-4.3 do not look very reliable, they are still considered to be relatively clear as compared to what follows in 5.1 -5.6. The decisions made in annotation guidelines for these cases are often casesensitive, might be in some cases contraintuitive, and they result in high inter-annotator disagreement. There are also cases of non-specific nongeneric NPs the referential value of which is provided by syntactic factors. These are so-called contexts with removed assertiveness, e.g. sentences with modal verbs (can, want, need), imperative sentences, future tense, questions, negations, disjunctions, irreality, uncertainty and so on. Non-specific NPs are often used with performative verbs, propositional attitudes (want, think, consider) and some constructions as e.g. in English such as, in Czech jde o (=lit. It is about), takový X (=such X), etc. These contexts can give a non-specific reading to an expression, even if it actually has a specific meaning. Cf (13) 
Non-generic non-specific NPs

Borderline cases between coreference of specific and generic NPs
In some cases, it is hard to decide if a noun phrase has a specific or a generic reading. Mostly, both interpretations are possible. There are no firm rules for an unambiguous assignment of the types in those cases; the type is chosen on the basis of the available context and the annotator's consideration. Uncertainty of the choice between generic and specific reference is common with some typical groups of noun phrases, first of all with those that have or may have modifications. Cf. pořad (=TV show) in (14) Also, for example for (15), the detergent Toto can be understood as a specific (a name for a detergent brand) or generic (the type of the detergent of such brand). Also in this case, the specific reference is preferred in PDT: 
Borderline cases between coreference of generic NPs and zero relation
There is also a borderline between the cases of coreference of the generic NPs and the cases where it makes no sense to mark a coreferential relation. We do not annotate "generic coreference" if noun phrases have different scope (i.e. they refer to different sets of objects), e.g. ženy (= women) -ženy v 19. století (= women in 19 th century). In this case, the bridging relation of the type SUBSET is annotated instead. In other problematic cases, annotators usually apply to their intuition and the text coherence. If both say no, no coreference is annotated.
Coreference with measure NPs and other NPs with a 'container' meaning
In PDT, a special group of numerals and nouns with a 'container' meaning is singled out. They have the modification in their valency frames denoting the content (people, things, substance etc.) of a container expressed by the governing noun. These 'container' expressions are e.g. nouns and numerals denoting groups, number or amount, sets, collections, portions, etc. (skupina lidí (=group of people), počet akcií (=number of stocks), stádo krav (=herd of cows), dostatek financí (=abundance of finance), milióny židů (=millions of Jews), sklenice piva (=glass of beer), deset procent obyvatel (=ten percent of population)).
The PDT convention on annotating coreference by NPs with a 'container' meaning follows the maximum-scope rule, i.e., if possible, the governing ('container') node is linked by a coreference link (16). The modifications of containers may be coreferential themselves independently of the 'containers' (17 Coreference of 'containers' can be problematic from the point of view of their generic or specific interpretation. Nouns referring to groups may refer generically to the elements belonging to that group or specifically to the group itself. In the following example, there has been a disagreement between annotators concerning the generic/specific reading of the NP skupina (=group). We believe that this kind of disagreement could be solved by separating the group of non-specific non-generic references.
( However, in this case, the problem is rather specific. Here, počet stávkujících (=the number of strikers) does not actually refer to the strikers (as it would e.g. in tisíc stávkujících (=thousand strikers) but to the number itself and that is the reason for coreference annotation to strikers. In such cases, the number does not serve as a 'container' in proper sense.
Coreference with abstract nouns
Processing coreference of abstract nouns seems to be in some respects close to that of generics. Abstract nouns do not refer to a type, but to a notion. However, this notion is unique in the same way as type is unique to the generic expression which refers to it. Moreover, abstract nouns are close to predicative and quantificational interpretation and there are no formal rules distinguishing them from concrete NPs and deverbatives. They also result in high ambiguity when annotated for coreference.
There have been several changes in the guidelines for the annotation of coreference and bridging relations with abstract nouns. Finally, we decided to distinguish between "specific" and "generic" abstracts. If subjects to annotation have complements with specific reference, or they have unambiguously specific reference themselves, coreference between them is annotated as textual coreference, type SPEC (20 However, such instructions are quite ambiguous themselves, because, firstly, it is not always clear, what a specific verbal noun means and, secondly and most importantly, verbal nouns may have more than one argument, one of them being generic and other -specific (Pergler 2010) . Moreover, deverbatives themselves may refer to specific events that has already happened (thus tending to type SPEC if coreferent) or to hypothetic or typical ones (then, in case of coreference, marked as GEN).
Discussion
Processing coreference of generic expressions, even in manual annotation, raises a number of problems, both theoretical and the applied, like complification of coreference resolving. As we have seen, the problem of generics is very language-specific. Each resolving system trying to process coreference for generics will have to be oriented towards the specific linguistic description of the language in question. But even so, there are many possibilities of expressing generic expressions in every language, thus making the formal problem of extracting generics even in one separate language extremely difficult.
Generic expressions are analyzed relatively in more detail for English (Carlson 1980, Carlson - 
Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed the problem of annotating coreference with generic expressions. Considering theoretical approaches has revealed that they tend to be very language specific. Stateof-the-art in annotating coreference relations for generic NPs needs unification but this is complicated, as the formal representation of genericity differs dramatically from language to language and can be hardly unified. We have presented an approach to annotation of generic expressions in PDT and analyzed some typical problematic examples. We consider this issue to be far from being solved. Both, theoretical research and large data approaches should be further investigated.
